
INTRODUCTION

Large enterprise systems such as z/OS
have a long and complex history. Over the
course of many years, every installation has
created thousands of applications, for all
kinds of business purposes. This history is
embodied in the hoary code of Job Control
Language, or JCL. While the storage admin-
istrator is not usually directly involved in
writing application JCL, it is the JCL that
specifies the resource needs of the applica-
tion systems. Allocating storage resources to
efficiently meet these needs is the storage
administrator’s job.

Job Control language is complex and tends
to be static—once written, it is rarely changed.
Most installations nowadays are custodians of
many thousands of lines of JCL, some of
which may have been developed as long as fif-
teen or twenty years ago. During that time, of
course, data processing technology has
changed dramatically, and JCL no longer pro-
vides the complete details of everything
required to run an application. Instead, the
Automatic Class Selection (ACS) routines
written by the storage administrator translate
JCL demands into the SMS constructs (data,
management, and storage class, and storage
group) that the system uses to assign the nec-
essary units and volumes.

Occasionally, changes to DFSMS alter the
way in which data is presented to the ACS
routines by introducing new variables or new
values for existing variables, and the ACS
routines must be changed in order to accom-
modate these improvements. Even though this
is much easier than changing thousands of
lines of JCL, this job is sometimes overlooked
in the day-to-day process of keeping the system
running. One example of this type of change
which sometimes provides a surprise when
jobs begin failing are new values for some

ACS variables that were introduced as far back
as OS/390 version 2.10. These changes were
needed to handle problems that could arise
when stacking datasets on tape or using vol-
ume referbacks (VOL=REF= operands) in
JCL. As installations upgrade from earlier
versions of OS/390 and as SMS-managed
tape becomes more common, those sites that
have not reviewed their ACS routines are
occasionally ‘bitten.’

It is common to find JCL that ‘stacks’
datasets on tape, which assigns more than one
dataset to the same tape volume. This is done
via the volume sequence number subparame-
ter in the JCL LABEL keyword. This stacking
can be based either on a hard-coded volume
serial number (for multiple datasets within a
single step), or more commonly, based on the
VOL=REF parameter, which allows a subse-
quent step to refer to a volume indicated in a
prior step. ‘Volume reference chains’ can even
be coded so that a DD statement uses the
VOL=REF parameter to refer to another DD
statement in which VOL=REF is also speci-
fied. In this situation, a problem can arise if
the ACS routines direct one of the datasets
in the chain to SMS-managed DASD (per-
haps based on dataset name or some other
criteria) while another dataset in the chain is
not assigned a storage class and is therefore
not SMS-managed. A similar problem can
occur if both datasets are directed to SMS-
managed tape but assigned to different SMS
tape storage groups. If this occurs, the allo-
cation will fail.

In order to prevent this error, all datasets
which are allocated using VOL=REF need to
have the same characteristics—they must all
be assigned to the same type of unit (tape or
DASD), and either all must be SMS-managed
or none must be. For a storage administrator
coding the ACS routines, this means deter-
mining whether a storage class must be

assigned and, for SMS tape, ensuring that the
same storage group is assigned to all of the
datasets.

THE &UNIT VARIABLE

Since the ACS routines are entered inde-
pendently for each dataset, how is the storage
administrator supposed to know that the JCL
requested dataset stacking and whether the
referenced dataset was assigned a storage
class? The answer is that the ACS routines
may be invoked multiple times if a stacked
dataset (stacked either via a hardcoded
VOL=SER= or in a volume reference chain) is
about to be assigned to a different type of
device than the one it references. The exis-
tence of dataset stacking can be discovered by
examining the &UNIT variable. For an ordi-
nary dataset, &UNIT is usually something
such as ‘PROD’, or ‘3490’ or whatever was
specified in the JCL. If dataset stacking is
detected, however, the value of &UNIT will
indicate this condition. If &UNIT is set to
‘STK=SMSD’, then the prior dataset was
allocated to SMS-managed DASD. If it is
‘STK=NSMS’, then the prior dataset was allo-
cated as non-SMS. The &UNIT variable,
therefore, provides an indication as to whether
the dataset should be assigned a storage class.

THE &ALLVOL AND &ANYVOL
VARIABLES

If the dataset stacking was accomplished with
the VOL=REF parameter (the more usual case),
the &ALLVOL and &ANYVOL variables for
the referencing dataset indicate the type of refer-
ence. If &ALLVOL/&ANYVOL is ‘REF=SD’,
then the referred-to dataset is on SMS-managed
DASD. If ‘REF=NS’, then it is non-managed. If
the value of &ALLVOL/&ANYVOL is
‘REF=ST’, then the reference is to SMS-man-
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aged tape. In the last instance (SMS tape),
then the storage group routine must set the
storage group to the same value as that of the
referenced dataset (the storage group name is
provided in &STORGRP as an input variable),
since datasets stacked on SMS-managed tape
must share the same storage group. Actually,
it is possible for the referred-to &STORGRP
name to be blank if tapes were entered into
the tape library without a storage group
name—in this case the &LIBNAME variable
must be used instead in order to determine the
storage group.

UNIT AFFINITY

When checking for dataset stacking, the
ACS routines should check the value of
&ALLVOL/&ANVOL first, because values
present in these variable override those in the
&UNIT variable. One reason for this is that
&UNIT can also be used to indicate whether
unit affinity, a request to reuse the same device

for multiple datasets, was requested in the
JCL. While VOL=REF processing requires
that all datasets in the volume reference chain
get the same device type, this is not true for
ordinary (non-stacking) unit affinity, since the
datasets do not need to share the same volume.
Unit affinity can be ‘broken’ by setting a dif-
ferent storage class and storage group when
the referring dataset is processed.

Three possible values in the &UNIT variable
indicate the presence of unit affinity.
‘AFF=SMSD’ indicates affinity was requested to
an SMS-managed DASD device, ‘AFF=SMST’
indicates affinity to an SMS-managed unit, and
AFF=NSMS indicates a request for a non-SMS
device. Less detail was available prior to
DFSMS version 2.10, when the value of &UNIT
was simply set to ‘AFF=’ in all cases.

CONCLUSION

Changes in data processing systems are
always ongoing. Processes such as bringing

more data under SMS control (perhaps as a
result of a merger or acquisition), or introducing
SMS-managed tape (perhaps to accommodate
new hardware), or even ‘simple’ operating
system upgrades can sometimes bring unex-
pected results if the ACS routines have not
been examined in some time. The ACS rou-
tines occupy a critical position in system
function as they are invoked for every single
dataset ever created. It pays to account for all
of the possible values that ACS variables, such
as &UNIT and &ALLVOL/&ANYVOL, may
take on. 
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